In the October 9, 2022, edition of the ANSI Standards Action, an announcement was posted regarding Proposed Revisions to the ANSI Essential Requirements: Due process requirements for American National Standards.

- ExSC_55_2022: Proposed revisions to section 5.0 Normative policies and procedures for ANSI Audited Designators
- ExSC_61_2022: Proposed revisions to section 4.7.2 Continuous Maintenance (CM) of American National Standards (ANS)

In advance of the November 7, 2022, due date for comments, INCITS submits the two comments below. Thank you for consideration of these comments.

-----Comment #1-----
ExSC_55_2022: line 13, change:

"...the ExSC shall make an initial determination whether the form makes a sufficiently strong showing that the Audited Designator criteria could be met."

to

"...the ExSC shall make an initial determination of whether the applicant can meet the Audited Designator criteria."

-----Comment #2-----
ExSC_55_2022: line 53, change:

"sponsors a relatively large number of ANS at the time of application, e.g., 75-100."

to

"has sponsored a relatively large number of ANS at the time of application, e.g., 75-100."